
Major Road
1 Murali Gowda sir please see our panathur road.
2 Ankur Koul  can u get the road past kadugodi bridge towards kannamangla fixed!

3
 Anant Mahajan       
<anant.bm@gmail.com>

 Green Glen Layout, Bellandur Street Lights and Footpaths - We talk about women and public safety but the 
areas does not even have proper street lights which will cause concern to all of them. Strong footpaths needed 
so that people can walk easily without injuring themselves. 

4
 Anant Mahajan       
<anant.bm@gmail.com>

Solution for Kundanhalli Gate and Graphite India Signal - The situation is just horrible in these 2 signals. It 
takes 15 to 45 mins to cross just one signal. There has to be some alternative like flyover, underpass or Metro 
that needs to be worked out as the vehicle traffic will increase more in these 2 junctions in coming years. 

5 Bhanu Prasad KS

Panathur Main road which comes under your constituency is in horrible state, lot of big big craters (not 
Pothole). If rains four wheelers only face lot of problems with there wheels sinking down (For 2 wheelers it is 
very dangerous). Please instruct the respective person to fill the BIG BIG CRATERS.
Thanks, Bhanu

6 Vinod Patil

Myself Vinod Patil, Must tell you the fate of panathur Road is in full mess, As a matter of fact Tar is less & pot 
holes are more, Request your intervention to bring it to relevant authoraties & complete the tarring activity for 
Panathur Road/ small road in between New Horizon engineering college, residents are facing tremendous 
hardship due to pathetic roads. Pls take necessary action.     Regards Vinod patil

7 Vinod Patil
The road one which goes to Bhoganahalli is also in bad shape..... We stay in SLS Sunflower Apartment near 
new horizon vidya mandir..... Request you to instruct authorities to complete tarring for this road as well.... We 
400 residents have great hopes on you to turn around this constituency in to a role model. Pls support.

8 Bhanu Prasad KS

I think you are talking about another road which goes towards the panathur railway station, that road they have 
put stones and that is also an issue but i am seeing not many people using it. I am talking about the one which 
intersects with Kadubeesanahally Underpass which is being exhaustively used by locals to go to Panathur post 
office, Many schools like Geethanjali Olympiad, New Horizon Gurukul. This is very busy and during school 
and office hours there will be jam packed with BIG BIG craters. Please take a look and instruct. Thanks again 
for your reply.



9

 Vinod Pati                    
vinodpatil31@gmail.com     
9742534222
RWA-Vice President SLS 
SUNFLOWER 
APARTMENTS, 
Bhoganahalli                    

1- Road repair & widening  work near our Apartment which goes to Bhoganhalli Village ......... entire road has 
been dug up & the condition is really bad as New school New Horizon Vidya Mandir school has also come up 
resulting in Jams & Chaos........ Priority 1

10 Ganeshan Sundaramurthy

Dear Sir,  I would like to bring to your notice that the condition of the Old Airport Road between HAL 
Airport to Marathalli is pathetic and full of patholes and uneven patches and in a bad condition. This road is 
supposed to be a Prestigious road of Bangalore with all the IT and BPO employees travelling to ITPL , 
Whitefield, Outer Ring road etc.. But the road is not maintained. One can never imagine a road to be so worst 
between this stretch in a city like Bangalore. The street lights are dull, no proper paintings of the medians, no 
footpaths and Accidents are a daily routine. This road is very dangerous to drive especially in the night. Since 
this road falls under Mahadevapura Assembly constituency request you to kindly take some immediate action 
as the Elections too are very close. Thank you sir.

11 Ganeshan Sundaramurthy

Sir, also the road frm Challagatta to Bellandur via Yamalur too is in a very bad shape sir. This road is used 
by IT Professionals working at EGL and Bellandur Outer Ring Road. This road is full of patholes. The tank 
bund road of Bellandur lake from Yamalur to Bellandur is full of blind curves. There are no sign boards 
indicating turns and street lights are dull. The road is very dangerous at night. Kindly look into it and Do the 
needful sir. We believe in your capabilities and leadership. Thank you.

12 Naveen Js
• Request you to Aspolt the main road from KR puram to Whitefiled, it will help lot of people. Present the road 
is fillied with pot holes, dust making it difficult for computers

13 Ankush Arora

  I represent 5000+ residents on Kasavanahalli Main Road would like to bring to your kind attention the 
pathetic condition of the Kasavanahalli Main road. This major road which connects Sarjapur road to Hosur 
road has a high vehicle density; the entire stretch from the Hindu Temple at the Kaikondrahalli junction till 
Amrutha College is full of potholes/large craters and is creating lot of problems for the commuters on this road.
       On behalf of the residents I would like invite you all to visit our area and hear to the plight of the residents. 
Incase you may wish to contact, you can reach out to me at +91 7829111105.
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Virendra Rode 
<virenrode@gmail.com

Road digging : Every alternate week some agency or other ( most of the time it is OFC guys or BWSSB ) dig 
up the road & do not repair it. OFC guys are the biggest culprits as they have dug square pits at every 100 
meters making the road very dangerous. It is case in most roads in your constituency.  Why doesn't BBMP 
check after the digging is done whether the raod is restored or not. Need BBMP contact & permission 
mentioned on the boards whenever road digging takes place. All works can be clubbed & digging to be allowed 
only once in 3 or 4 months for big works & repaired immediately.

15
Harishkumar S 
<harishkumarsk@gmail.com
>

Residents and school going children have to cross the railway track for commuting to the other side of the area 
(Aswath Nagar Market), for their daily needs risking their life. This matter was discussed with the railway 
Authorities who have directed us to take this issue with BBMP for providing a foot over Bridge and the 
Railways have already have given a representation to BBMP Commissioner in this regard.

16
Sripathi 
Chakkravarthi <sripathi.c@g
mail.com>

Please push BBMP to improve and widen the Pattandur Agrahara Road. Currently the road is in a horrible state 
filled with garbage, potholes and overflowing sewage water.

17 Ajay Kannadiga  varthur raste agalikarake nimma modala adyate nidi adastu bega madisi sir

18
Shashidhara Bangalore 
<shashibk@gmail.com>

Can you please look into the Kundalahalli Gate and Graphite infra issues. After the Marathalli bridge 
construction, there is no new infrastructure that has been added in this stretch. However the traffic has grown 
multifold. It is high time that new infrastructure is added. We lose 2 hrs everyday in commuting a distance of 7 
KM between Kundalahalli Gate and ITPL.

19
Virendra Rode 
<virenrode@gmail.com

The major concern in our area is the pathetic condition of road from Indian Oil petrol pump through 
Sitarampalya to Hoodi

20
Virendra Rode 
<virenrode@gmail.com

The road connecting Sitarampalya to KTPO was being discussed in earlier meeting and thanks for your support 
in asking BBMP to work on it. The road was opened for some time but now is blocked with a huge mud pile. 
Can BBMP update on the matter.

21

Sanjay Vijayaraghavan
Sanjay Vijayaraghavan's 
profile photo
sanv06@gmail.com

The condition of the road at Graphite India junction is horribly broken down.  BBMP has been doing 
patchwork repair by putting mud, cement etc. which ois of no use.  Condition of the road is so bad that all 
vehicles slow down causing major backup at junction.  Two wheelers are at risk of falling and injury/death.                                                                                         
Please have BBMP completely scrape the top layer, and relay a smooth layer of road at this junction                                                                              

22

Sanjay Vijayaraghavan
Sanjay Vijayaraghavan's 
profile photo
sanv06@gmail.com

 Approach road from EPIP to graphite India junction:  Already, this road is very narrow.  Due to work of OFC 
companies, the road is now destroyed with big craters.  Pedestrians have no footpath there as well.  Request 
BBMP to repair this section, about 100-150 meters from Indian Oil Bunk to graphite India junction.
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Sanjay Vijayaraghavan
Sanjay Vijayaraghavan's 
profile photo
sanv06@gmail.com

 graphite India junction Road approach from Chinnapanahalli near Hanuman temple to ITPL main road.  There 
is a lot of damage to this road due to heavy vehicular traffic.  proper remodeling of this junction will help 
traffic

24

Sanjay Vijayaraghavan
Sanjay Vijayaraghavan's 
profile photo
sanv06@gmail.com

graphite India junction Speedbreaker in front  of Knightsbridge apartment.  This speed breaker is fully 
damaged.  BBMP has simply filled mud and cement and done very very poor repair.  This need to be repaired 
properly.

25

Sanjay Vijayaraghavan
Sanjay Vijayaraghavan's 
profile photo
sanv06@gmail.com

graphite India junction OFC companies - these companies have done lot of digging with very poor repair all 
over the roads.  BBMP should either get them to repair all roads and footpaths properly with good quality 
finished work OR sieze their security deposit and do repairs.

26
Premraj <premraj.bv@times
group.com>

I every day take the road from Bellandur to MG Road (Via Kempapura and Wind Tunel Road) just to avoid as 
much as traffic possible,
 But the road at Kempapura just after the newly built bridge at Bellandur Lake and Wind tunnel road is in very 
bad condition causing traffic jam even at 8:30am in the morning.

27

Vinod Patil
 9742534222
RWA-Vice President SLS 
SUNFLOWER 
APARTMENTS, 
Bhoganahalli 

 Vice President SLS SUNFLOWER APARTMENTS, Bhoganahalli                         Road repair & widening 
 work near our Apartment which goes to Bhoganhalli Village ......... entire road has been dug up which was in 
Good shape earlier & the condition is really bad as New school New Horizon Vidya Mandir school has also 
come up resulting in Jams & Chaos........ Priority 1

28
beluru sudarshana 
<sudhee079@gmail.com>

There is also a (Chinnapannahalli) Railway gate which makes the situation worst when the train passes.

29
beluru sudarshana 
<sudhee079@gmail.com>

 The road behind Graphite India & cement concrete factory road is horrible and has no street lights.



30
Sankalp 
Verma <sankalp.verma@gma
il.com> 9686696763

Sir, I wanted to draw your attention to the extremely sad state of affairs of the traffic from Kundalahalli Gate to 
Graphite India junction. It is a major entry and exit point for all traffic entering the EPIP area. Sometimes it 
takes common citizens like me 30-40 minutes to just cross the Graphite India junction.
Sir, the constituency needs a visionary leader like you to resolve this issue once and for all. Only a leader who 
has the mandate of the people both at the Vidhan Soudha level and Indian Parliament level can solve this issue. 
We need a flyover or underpass at both the Kundalahalli Gate and Graphite India junction in order to make that 
road signal free and solve this problem once and for all. The road at Graphite India junction is also in a sorry 
state of affairs and needs repairs before the monsoon sets in.

31 jyothiswarup pai

Hello Sir. I'm staying in Bellandur Green Glenn Layout. I wanted to bring to your notice that road repair work 
in Green Glenn layout, bellandur is going at very slow rate . It is causing lot on inconvenience to residents of 
the area. I request you to please ask the contractor to speed up the pace of work. Thanks - Jyotiswarup Pai 
(8105645532)

32

Satish Rao R (DS/ETC11-IN)
Satish Rao R (DS/ETC11-
IN)'s profile photo
satish.rao@in.bosch.com

Kadubisanahalli ORR -kariyamanaagrahra Raod Work stopped half way,already drains broken no quality

33
Mudaliyar Layout 
<mudaliyarlayout@gmail.co
m>

Road connectivity from Kasavanahalli main road to KPC Layout has been obrstructed thus not available for use 
of layout residents.  This issue has been escalated through KSHRC (Karnataka State Human Rights 
Commission) to BBMP.  BBMP has responded to this complaint and has confirmed the presence of such a 
connecting road and that the issue is pending with BMTF (Attaching letter for your kind reference).  When 
contacted, BMTF responded that they have closed the case since they considered the road as a private property.

34
Heeral 
Shah <hiral.hiral265@gmail.
com>+91-98863-00570

I would like to get your attention towards the horrible condition of roads in Nallurhalli, Whitefield where the 
apartment Adithya Sollievo is located. basically there is no road here.   

35
Heeral 
Shah <hiral.hiral265@gmail.
com>+91-98863-00570

Nallurhalli, Whitefield in construction waste is being dumped on the very narrow mud road. It is really difficult 
to drive or walk on this road now that the rainy season is here. 

36
Heeral 
Shah <hiral.hiral265@gmail.
com>+91-98863-00570

Nallurhalli, Whitefield Also, there are no street lights which is making this area really un-safe.
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Heeral 
Shah <hiral.hiral265@gmail.
com>+91-98863-00570

Nallurhalli, Whitefield In last 1 month there were many cases of robbery and a case of some goons molesting a 
woman walking home after work. I believe having a proper road with lights will go a long way in solving these 
problems. Before elections some of us from the apartment had contacted you regarding this when you had 
mentioned that this work will be taken up after elections. Now that elections are over can you please help in 
getting this issue addressed on priority so that we residents can have a safe and peaceful life.

38
beluru sudarshana 
<sudhee079@gmail.com>

 These roads mentioned will lead to ITPL & the condition is so worst to name the city as IT 

39   We do not have Foot path, Can we convert  drain to well design foot path in GGRA Apartment

40
Neetu Tandon       
<neetutandon1@gmail.com>

Kasavanahalli Road repair with proper footpath and drains:
We have run from pillar to post to address this. . Kasavanahalli Main Road is a major road which has a high 
vehincle density, the road needs immediate attention and needs to be relayed with proper drainage.We sincerely 
hope that you can help us resolve this


